
THERE IS A HIDDEN PROBLEM IN YOUR
COVID RETURN TO TRAVEL POLICY.

 Ready to solve it?

What’s behind this gap
and, more importantly, 

how do we close it?

A recent SAP Concur survey shows that 59% of business travelers feel positive about
returning to travel once COVID restrictions lift. But 96% of travel managers say they

don’t feel their companies are ready.
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There has been a lot of discussion about the policies that companies should consider as business 
travel bounces back. But there is much less discussion about how to put these policies into action, 

at scale and affordably.

We at Cornerstone specialize in business travel process automation and data, dealing with hundreds of
TMCs and billions of transactions over the past 25+ years. One of our tools automates the travel policy
compliance and approval process for millions of transactions annually. That got us thinking. How can

travel automation be used to bring COVID travel policy from intention to reality?

Travel risk data integration
Risk-based travel approval process
Dynamic, relevant traveler communication
Action-based analytics

The Four Components of COVID-Ready Travel Policy Deployment

COVID risk isn’t general, it’s specific to the destination, the airport and the suppliers chosen for each specific
trip. And risk levels are constantly changing. The first challenge is matching company policy to the specifics
of each booking. To do this, you’ll need a source for the local risk level and COVID practices for mask, social
distancing, group size and business openings. While risk levels aren’t widely available at airports, hotels, car
rental companies and other suppliers, most major players publish their standards, procedures and policies.

The Hidden Return-to-Travel Gap

Travel Policy = Intended Behavior Traveler Decisions = Actual Behavior

We believe there are four components to the solution and two easy answers.

Travel risk data
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You’ve worked long and hard to craft your policy. How do you know if it’s working? Short answer: data.
Longer answer: the right data, right now, to help you quickly determine what’s working well and what
should be adjusted. Start with the questions, then find the shortest path to the answer. For example: Do we
have the right balance of acceptable risk and business need? Look at the % of trips to high, medium or low
risk destinations. Compare this to % of travel to these same locations for the same period last year. Ideally,
you’ll see a lower percentage of travel to the highest risk places.

Many companies have an approval process in place for traditional travel policy like class of service
and preferred hotels. Many are also looking at pre-trip approval for all travel in the near future
and for higher risk destinations in the future. These may be different approvers, including HR or
Risk for example. Identifying the appropriate approvers, getting the bookings to them for review
and arming them with up-to-date risk data is the second piece of the puzzle.

This is the most important piece. Travelers need the right information to
make the right decisions. The right information varies depending on the
stage of the trip: COVID risk level when they are deciding whether to go,
approved vendors when booking, local conditions at destination as they
prepare to depart, the same for their return and finally, return to work
policies like getting tested or quarantining at home. The shorter, more
relevant and more timely, the more likely to be read and retained.

Risk-based travel approval process

Dynamic, relevant traveler communication

Action-based Analytics
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COVID Risk Assessments like
https://globalepidemics.org/key-metrics-for-
covid-suppression/ from the Harvard Global
Health Institute
COVID policy and conditions for major
destinations airports and suppliers
Expense, travel and return to work policy.

Manual
The quickest, simplest way to get started is
manually. Gather a list of sources that travelers can
refer to including:

You can put the information online and see if your
TMC can include the link in the booking
confirmation. Then it is up to the traveler to get the
information and stay up to date. You may also have
your TMC send notifications to approvers when a
trip is booked so they can follow up. 

On the analytics front, overlay risk data onto
standard TMC reporting, like the top 25 destination
report mentioned above.  This approach keeps it
simple. It relies on travelers to self-manage their
travel and safety. Supporting communication to
create awareness and a sense of urgency is
important.

Cornerstone has created a set of templates,
resources and guidelines to help you get you started.
It’s 100% free!  Just click here to download.

Automated
This approach invests more time up front to fully

automate the process and tailor the
communication to the specifics of each stage if

each trip. Once implemented, it manages the
workflow, crafts the communications and offers

granular COVID-specific reporting.  You can
identify and route to multiple approvers. For

example, you can have HR approve all trips to
medium or high-risk destinations. Once HR
approves, the booking routes to travel and

expense approvers. 

Traveler communications contain the specific risk
levels and conditions for their trip, updated with

the latest information. Short emails with only the
information needed for the stage of their trip

increases the likelihood that the travelers will read
and act accordingly.

Having the risk, policy and booking data in one
place also enables all sorts of data-driven insights.

This is especially important in these early days
when the scenarios vary widely over time and by
region, and while we are still collectively figuring

out what data matters most.

Cornerstone has a fully automated travel tool that
delivers a full solution. To learn more, click here.

Putting It All Together - Two Easy Answers

When is the best time to close the gap? 
As the old saying goes, “When all is said and done, more gets said than done.” The sooner you address the

implementation of your COVID-ready travel policy, the more you’ll learn and the safer your travelers will be. 

You can take either of two basic approaches to get started. The first is manual, the second automates
the process.

Quick start and simple
Traveler self -service
One size fits all
Ongoing administration

Requires set up
Tailored to policy
Tailored communications
Little maintenance once set up

AutomatedWhich way to go?Manual

Why Wait?
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